Application of new CDCB initial fee codes
The CDCB Fee Schedule describes the new fees. The following points explain how the new
fees will be implemented:
1. The fee code provided by the nominator will be compared to the one determined by
CDCB from the group name, sex, country code of the ID, requester ID, and fee code for
bulls receiving the stud credit. CDCB will use the one it determines. If they are different,
nominators will be notified to facilitate notification of customers.
2. If the animal or its dam is in a US herd, but that herd is not enrolled in DHI or a breed
classification program, the 8-character group name must start with “USA”. The “USA”
will result in the US-herd credit. To identify animals in the same herd, the remaining 5
characters can be used within requester for this purpose. Animals from other countries
should be identified by their respective ISO standard three-letter country code 1.
3. The fee code “S” identifies qualification for the stud credit. For these bulls, the group
name can contain: a) the DHI herd code of the herd that should receive the evaluations
via DRPC or, b) “STUD” in the first 4 positions followed by the stud code in the remaining
4 positions with leading zeros (Example: STUD0001). With option b, evaluations will not
be transferred to the DRPC.
4. Fee code “P” indicating submission by an international genotype exchange partner will
be determined from breed, sex, country code of ID, and the requester ID at nomination.
5. When an animal (male or female) is from a foreign country and does not qualify for the
stud or exchange partner credit, the group name should contain the three-letter country
code1 of the country where the animal is located at the time of nomination. This is
particularly valuable where the country code of the ID does not provide this information.
HOCAN is allowed to continue to use of this field to contain their unique identifier of the
requested genotyping.
6. When
a. the provided group name is not found in the CDCB collaborator database; or
b. the animal or its dam is not found in the herd declared in the group name provided
by the nominator; or
c. the group name is USA;
The CDCB will search for lactation and type evaluation records for the animal or its dam.
If a herd is found, that herd will be used to determine the fee.

Other changes being implemented
1.
2.

1

There is no longer a higher charge for bulls with genotypes submitted after 15 months
of age.
Effective August 2019, genomic evaluations of foreign bulls below 16 months of age will
be publically distributed.

https://redmine.uscdcb.com/projects/cdcb-customer-service/wiki/CDCB_Accepted_International_IDs

3.

Only HOCAN and Semex are authorized to specify fee code “N” to indicate pass-through
of genotypes to Canada. CDCB will also apply fee code “N” to genotypes missing a
nomination. Fee code “N” genotypes will be processed only to the extent necessary to
insure their accuracy for CDCB use and contribution to accuracy of CDCB evaluations.
A $1 service fee will be charged for parentage verification to cover processing costs.
Breeds, such as Milking Shorthorn, that are not included in the genomic evaluation will
automatically be designated for parentage verification only and charged the fee.
Previously there was no charge for genotypes for these breeds.
The error code 0Rj, “Genotype nomination herd code is validated”, will be eliminated,
relying on code 0Rp, “Herd code not found in Fee Table”, to provide the necessary
feedback.
The error code 0Rn, “Animal or dam not found in herd”, will return the discovered herd
code if one exists.
We have requested comment on the proposal that the code 0Rk, “Genotype
nomination CDCB fee is validated”, be modified to be “CDCB determined fee is
different from submitted fee”. The CDCB determined fee would be provided in the
identification number field of the format 1e error segment.
The only impact of the new fee schedule on the AI service fee is that there are no
longer initial fees that waive the AI service fee. The new AI service fees will apply to
those bulls initially nominated on April 3rd or later regardless of when they are enrolled
in the NAAB Cross Reference Program.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

New fee codes
Female
Code
1
2
3

Fee amount
$0.00
$1.00
$2.00

4

$3.00

5
6
7
8

$4.00
$6.00
$8.00
$1.00

Description
US birth & yield & health & type records
US birth & yield & (health or type records )
US birth & yield records
US birth & (type or health records) (health records are probably not
possible w/o yield records)
US birth
CAN birth
No exemptions
Parentage only

Male
Code
P
S
1
2
3
4
5
7
8

Fee amount
$0.00
$25.00
$25.00
$50.00
$75.00
$75.00
$100.00
$200.00
$1.00

Description
International exchange partner (code P)
Controller is a collaborator stud
US herd providing yield & health & type
US herd providing yield and (health or type)
US herd providing yield
US herd providing type or health
US herd
No exemptions
Parentage only

Example of new fee look up query display
Fees from RUN=1812
Herd
Fee code
51019026
3

Yield
Y

HTH Type
N
N

